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proposals made in this Assembly that the public
should be kept informerl about the work being done on
disarmament might constitute a new method which the
United Nations would be well advised to adopt. These
proposals are an unmistak?,blv indication of the steadily
increasing interest of peoples and Governments in this
problem.

8. Other questions, such as that of Algeria, which we
shall consider in due course, are particularly argent in
nature and therefore require rapid solutions.

9. Lastly, there are a number of favourable develop
ments which deserve to be mentioned. One of these js
the admission of newmembers, as a resuit of which the
Organization is in a position to reflect more faithfully
the realities of the world situation.

10. I shou.ld like to take this occasion to welcome the
delegations of Ghana and the Federation of Malaya to
our midst. Their admission to the United Nations as
fully independent and sovereign States is for us Syrians
a particularly heartening and significant event.

11. However, there are countries which occupy a
highly important position in respect of population,
size, wealth and civilization but which are still
improperly and unjustly excluded from the Organiza..
tion, in violation of its princii:Jl~ of universality.

12. Important steps which were taken last year-such
as the establishment of the Inte rnational Atomic Energy
Agency-have resulted in a strengthening of organized
international CO-op~l'ation in the use of atomic energy
for peaceful purposes.

13. The problems which we have to consider are
obviously varied in nature and interest some dele..
gations more than others. Nevertheless, we believe
that the solution of these problems could be promoted
by a large number of factors which are favourable to
a relaxation of world tensions. Among these factors,
we should like to note particularly the rebirth of Asia
and the reawakening of Africa. During the past decade,
nearly 600 million human beings in Asia and Africa
have been freed from a foreign yoke. Today, their
delegations are sitting in this Asse.mbly ana playing a
useful part in its adivities.

14. Special importance should also be attached to the
economic and social development of the under-devel
oped areas pf Asia and Africa. The object of this
development, in the "conomic and political fields, is
to enable the liberatec- countries of the two continents
to co-operate on an equal footing with the other
members of the internntional community. It also
contributes to an inc~ease of world wealth and to llJ.e
improvement of the standard of living of the liberated
peoples, to the benefit of peace and gener ll welfare.
The crowning event ~n this development was the
Bandung Conference, which marked a turning point in
the history of the peoples of Asia and Africa.
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4. It is neither my intention nor my desire to revert
at the present time to the tragic events of the past.
These events-nnd I am referring in particular to the
tripartite aggression against Egypt-have given elo
quent proof of the futility of military adventures. They
have also emphasized the important and effective part
\']hich our Organization can play in maintaining
international peace and security. The new respon
sibilities of th~ Organization and its widening spheres
of activity are striking evidence of this fact.

5. It is a particular pleasure for me to stress tb-e
very important part played by our Secretary..General
during the various international crises and especially
dUring the aggression against Egypt.

6. The Assembly still has to die,cuss a number of
questions which have );)een placed before it for
consideration and solu'.ion under the terms of the
Charter of the United Na.tions. Some of these questlt>ns
are not 'ElW, but they require renewed effort or
dUferent methods.

7. FOI' example, the disarmament problem, with
which the Sub-Committee of the Disarmament Com
mission haa been' dealing for several years, has not
yet been solved. In this connexion, the concrete

President: Sir Leslle MUNRO (New Zealand).
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General debate (continued)

1. Mr. BITAR (Syria) (tr&nslated from French): I
should like fir8'~ of all to add the con.gratulations of the
Syrian delegation to those which have 'been addressed to
Sir Leslie Munro on his election as President of the
twelfth session of the Gene ral Assembly.

2. May I also congratulate the Secretary-General on
the unanimously approved and well-deserved renewal
of his mandace?

3. Our present session is being held at the close of a
turbulent period during which our Organization was
subjected to one of the most serious ordeals in its
existence.
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26. Mr. Dullef!, the Unite::fStates Secretary of State,
was llpparerltly referring t(;, all these facts when he
spoke of extreme n~Uonalisticambitions in the Arab
countrie~, His words merely betrayed his fear of Arab
liberatioT.l and reunification.

27. We know that our road to national union is strewn
with many external difficulties. Nevertheless, the Arab
Statos have made definite progress in the right
dlre~tion by establishing the Arab League and by
conclu.~ing a number of reciprocal economic, cultural,
security and other agreaments.

28. One f,act is already established and open to no
doubt: the solidarity existingbetween the Arabs is such
that it cannot be broken by foreign efforts like those
recently undertaken with a view to isolating Syria.
This fact is amply confirmedby the official statements
which have been made lately by a number of Arab
Governments.

29. Still anothe 1-' basic objective of Arab nationalism is
to achieve a more advanced and progressive society
through a policy of economic, social and cultural
development.
30. We funy realize that such development requires
international peace and co-operation, The efforts and
resources now given over to armaments for defence or
war could much more usefully be devoted to the
satisfaction of development needs. The cold war with
its alliances, with the international tension and the
armaments race 1t entails, creates a situation which
both endangers the security of nations and hampers
their development. It is an evil which we must all try
to cure.

31. We do not, however, think that the aid offered by
a country should be utilized as a m6ans to influence
the policy of the receiving country. In its presetlt
p9.rticular situation Syria has chosen to accept no aid
of the character described.

20. It is these fundamental facts of our Ufe which
form the basis of Syrian policy and make of it an Arab
policy whose objectives are clear and common to all
Arab countries. Chief among these objectives is the
liberation of all the Arab countries from foreign
domination. This effort to achieve liberation is in
keeping with the I'ight of peoples to self-determination,
a right which is recognized by and embodied in the
Charter of the United Nations. It is therefore obvious
that we are strongly in favour of the liberation of
Algeria, Oman, the British protectorates in the Arabian
peninsula and of every other Arab territory which is
now occupied and subject to foreign domination. We
also support the efforts of all other dependent peoples
to achieve freedom and independence.

21. This nationalism is also concerned with the
reunification of the Arab countries. That is to say, it
aims at making the Arab nation a collectivity which Is
capable of functioning and of fulfilling the needs and
requirements of the Arab people while freely co
operating with the other nations of the world.

22. Fundamentally, the liberation of the Arab coun
tries and their reunification are but two aspects of the

15. Since the effects of the liberation of peoples and same process. The dismemberment of these countries
of the improvement of conditiOl'~8 in the under-devel- was and continues to be the basis of colonial policy,
oped countries are so important to peace ahd progrsss which is a policy of divide and rule. It is this policy
in the world, the United Nations should devote in- based on division which is the source of the basic
creasing attention to consideration of the relevant conflicts which have aligned Arab nationalism against
problems. the imperialist policy of colonialism and Zionism. In

struggling for their reunification, the Arabs are in
16. For these reasons, I believe that it is necessary reality struggling for their complete liberation.
to consider in greater detail the movement of hbera-
tion and development in the Arab countries. The 23. A process of this kind is undoubtedly aprocess of
fundamental factor in Western Asia and North Africa ~volution and peaceful development and one which is in
is Arab nationalism. The nationalism of the Arab keeping with the right of peoples to self-determination.
countries is a liberating and constructive nationalism, This right entitles a divided people to unite in the way
similar to that which has developed in other areas of in which it chooses to do so and in conformity with the
Asia and Africa. It is based on the fundamental fact principles of international law.
that the Arab nation is one and indivisible, that it has 24. At the present time other nations too are the
the same language and culture and the same historical victims of disunion in various forms, for example
past. The Arab nation is made up of countries having Germany, Korea, Ireland and Viet-Nam. It goes without
identical conditions of life and cono:Jtituting a single saying that we Arabs are well qualified to understand
people, imbued with the same ideals and aspirations. the problem of reunification wherever it exists and to
Moreover, the Arab homeland is geographically con- symp~thize with peoples who are strugglingto achieve
tinuous and well-defined. their reunification.

17. Arabism is based not on a racial conceptbut on a 25. It is astonishing to hear Arab nationalism des
national concept. It is no novel idea that the Ar~bs of cribed as imperialistic and expansionist. Is it reason
today are seeking :D establish but a well-established able to apply such descriptions to the efforts made by
reality that has always existed. the Arabs, in conformity with the principles of the
18. Although the Arab nation is one, it has neverlhe- United Nations Chr,rter, merely to establish a collee
less been dismembered-especially during the last tivity which will give practical form to the unity of the

Arab nation?century-by colonial powers which transformed it into
a number of politico-economic entities. In this way,
the frontiers which today separate the Arab States are
often nothing more than lines drawn on the conference
tables of colonial Powers, devoid of a real significance
with respect to the nature of the countries which they
divide and the areas which they carve up.

19. Some of these entities., for example Syria, have
lately regained their freedom as sovereignArab States.
Syria, by the nature, the convictions and the will of its
people, and by the provisions of its Constitution, is an
integral part of the Arab homeland. The Syrianpeople
are an inseparable part of the Arab nation. 'For us in
Syria, there is no Syrian nation distinct from the Arab
nat~on.
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32. In this field we have always looked to the United defamation, intimidation and threats to which Syria is
Nations. Now as before, we fully endorse the plan for being subjected must be Undel'Jtood.
the establishment of a Special United Nations Fund for
Economic Development and the policy which the Fund 41. This policy regards the Arab countries as a
is intended to adopt. sphere of influence reaerved for certain great Powers.

With that aim in view, th~se Powers seek above all to
33. The world situation certainly calls for economic ensure what they call "stability" in that area. Stability
co-operation, freely accepted and carried out by the in that case means nothing but the stabilization of the
countries concerned. The fact that the Middle East is situation such as existed, with all its negative and
an area rich in oil and other resources which find their harmful elements, which militate against the Arab
markets in the West makes such co-operation even countries' complete liberation, their re-unification,
more necessary. Economic interests, however, such as their democratic evolution, their cultural, economic
the need to ensure oil supplies, cease to be legitimate and social progl'ess and the strengthening of their
or valid if they are used as pretexts for foreign means of defence. This so-called stability, which is
interference, pressuro, threats and direct or indirect inimical to natu:fal evolution, requires foreign inter
aggression of the type that we undergo from time to vention and explains the character of the means used
time. for this purpose.
34. To achieve its national objectives, Syria's inter- 42. It is a fundamental element in this colonialist
national policy is based on the concept of broad co- policy in the Middle East that it supports the world
operation with all nations. This policy requires non- Zionist movement and is supported by it. Experience
alignment with either of the two camps or Power blocs. has shown that this is a permanent and constant
Our neutrality is positive. It leads us to follow world factor of that policy, by no means a mere coincidence.
events and developments closely, toexamineandjudge In fact, Israel, as the embodiment of world Zionism,
them objectively. We do not believe in a worl~ con- was established in Palestine under the British Mandate.
slsting of spheres of influence 0:11 power orpits, i.n
which small nations are destined to be satellites. 43. In addition, the association between colonialism

and Ziomsm was revealed last year in the tripartite
35. Seen in its true light, Arab nationalism is essen- aggression against Egypt. Israel now serves the
tially democratic, because it expresses the hopes and colonialist plans and is used as a jumping-off ground
embodies the creative efforts of the average Arab and for a new venture of imperialist expansion in t.hat part
'of the masses to which he belongs. of the world.

36. Our national policy and our development, it is . 44. What is more, Israel by its very nature pursues
true, are bound to displease colonialists, Zionists and its own expansionist policy at the expense of the Arab
their associates. Our policy obviously runs counterto countries. The maintenance of a steady flow of
their unlawful purposes, which consist in dividing and immigrants into Israel is one of the essential elements
exploiting the Arab people and in thwarting their of that policy. The existence ofa million Arab refugees
aspirations. Arab nationalism is henceforth a fact of expelled from their homes is one of the direct
international life. Its friel!ldship can scarcely be gained consequences of the creation of Israel and its expan-
by threats. The reality 'being such, would it not be sionist policy.
wiser to recognize the facts and to act on them?Arab
nationalism is a reality of major importance and of the 45. Some :Powers supporting Israel,itistroe, contri
greatest urgency, which must be taken into considera- bute to the assistance which the Arab refugees receive
tion whenever the problems of the Arab world are under United Nations auspices. But we must notover-
discussed at international assemblies and meetings. look the enormous and di'iproportionate aid lavished
There is no doubt in our minds as to the role which the simultaneously on Israel, enabling it to defy United
realization of Arab aspirations may play in the Middle Nations resolutions, to maintain the flow of Zionist
East as a factor of peace and stability. immigration and thus to perpetuate and to aggravate

the Arab refugee problem. In this connexion it flllUSt be
37. I hope you will forgive me for having dwelt at emphasized that the United States is now the chief
some length on this question of Arab nationalism. I did centre of Zionist world activity and the most important
so because the situation in the Arab world is largely source of the assistance furnished to Israel.
governed by that national policy.

46. If the policy we are examining had confined itself
38. In the world of today, colonialism in its old form to normal diplomatic activity, we shouldnothavedealt
is on the decline. But it has not disappeared. It even with the matter at such length. Unfortunately it did not
takes on new forms. So far as the Arab countries are remain within the limits laid down in the Charter; its
concemed, colonialism is still very active. In this part aims are opposed to the Charter; its purpose ie to
e-f the world it takes two main forms. ignore the United Nations each time the originators of
39. The first is that of colonial domination imposed this policy conslde l' that the Organization might Dot do
by war and by foreign occupation pure and simple. That as they wish. Instead of basing itself on the United
is what is happening in Algeria and in the southern part Nations, which is pre-eminently the centre for
of the Arabian peninsula. harmonizing international action, this policy relies on

its own concept in its conduct of world affairs. It is, in
40. The second lorm consists offoreign. interference, effect, a policy intended to serve above all the interests
pressure, threats and acts of direct or indirectaggres- of certain Powers, while trying to create the impres-
sion committed by certain great Powers in order to sion that it serves the international community.
impose a policy on SyriaandotherArabSt'lte~. It is in
this context that the nature and aims of the aggression 47. As regards my country in particular, the appllca
perpetrated last year against Egypt must be under- tion of such a concept would be tantamount to subor
stood. It is also in this context that the campaign of dinating our national policy to the will of the foreigner•
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public opinion the real character of t..'le conflict in the
Middle East between the colonialist-Zionist camp and
the Arab liberation movement.

54. The problem is simple and canbe summarized as
follows: should Syria, which has only recentlybecome
free and whose population and area are relatively
small, be left to enjoy the full measure of its indepen
dence and carT.V through its development, or should it
be content with fictitious independence and be made to
submit to the will of certain great Powers and comply
with the desires of world Zionism, colonialism and
those who support those policies? For us the answer
is clear. Unfortunately certain great Powers continue
to try and make us enter into alliances, adopt doctrines
and accept views which would make us depart from the
policy of non-alignment to which we have resolutely
subscribed.

55. The part played by the United States in this field
deserves a special brief comment. This Power would
seem to be becoming the chief actor on the Middle
Eastern stage. With its strategic and economie
interests it appears to be gradually replacing the
European Powers which have traditionally dominated
the area. The policy at present pursued by the
United States in the Middle East consists not only of
supporting indirectly the aims of colonialism and
Zionism but also of filling the alleged vacuum left by
the decline in the influence of the European Powers.
In these circumstances the methods employed by the
United States are coming to resemble more and more
closely the methods of the past.

56. I shou'd now like to examine a number of
(i~estions in the solution of which my country is
particularly interested.

57. The.first of these questions, Algeria, appears once
more on the agenda of the General Ass,'mbly. The
present conflict in Algeria has now grown into a
veritable war. The atrocities daily committed by the
French and the s~.crifices of the Algerian people in
human life and mat~rial wealth make it more than
ever necessary to seek a swift and just solution to this
problem under the auspices of the United Nations. The
repercussions of the Algerian war in Tunisia and
MQ:;'occo render necessary the participation of these
cO'Jntries in any seti:lement of this conflict. The
ma,sslve influx of Algerian refugees into Tunisia and
Moro~co and the serious incidents which have occurred
on the frontiers of the two countries turn the Algerian
question into a North Mrican problem. Furthermore,
this question is haVing profound repercussions
throughout the world.

58. The resolutions adopted by the United Nations
regarding Palestine have remained a dead-letter be
cause Israel has refused to take notice of them. A just
solution to this problem must be found-a solution
based on a re-examination of the Palestine question
from its beginnings. I do not wish to dwell on this
subject at any grer.ter length as it has already been
amply dealt with. I examined it at the beginning of my
own speech and the representatives of Arab countries
who spoke before me have also expounded their views
on it.
59. We note that no eqUitable solution has sofar been
found to the Cyprus question, and this is of grave
concern to Syria. Indeed the fate of Cyprus touches uS
very closely by reason both of its nearness to our
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This, as we see it, is the true problem to which I
consider it my duty to draw the Assembly's attention,
a problem which has already been discussedby saveral
other delegations.

48. A few days ago we heard Mr. Dulles, the Secretary
of State of the United States, make a declaration to the
General Assembly regarding the situation in the
Middle East. That and earlier statements would lead
us to believe that a serious situation has developed in
the Middle East as a result of Soviet penetration. Mr.
Dulles had accused my country of being in a certain
sense the instrnment of this penetration. He par
ticularly stressed that the unusual concentration of
Soviet arms in Syria constituted a growing military
danger for neighbouring countries, both Arab and non
Arab, and also for the free world in general. These
statements are consistent with the Press campaign
Which is directed against Syria and other more serious
activities for which the United States is largely
responsible.

49. Mr. Dulles did not speak to us of foreign inter
ference in the internal affairs of Syria which went so
far as to include activities of a subversive nature;
certain of these activities were discovered and brought
before the courts. Another case of the same kind has
recently been uncovered and is now beblg tried. As a
result, my Government has been obliged to request the
recall of three United States diplomats who were
directly involved. Mr. Dulles did not allude to eco
nomic, financial, political and military pressure
brought to bear on my country in an attempt to induce
it to adopt policies subordinated to the views of the
United States. He also failed to allude to acts of pro..
vocation, military demonstrations, the concentration
of troops on our frontiers and threats made against
Syria. In addition, Mr. Dulles deliberately forgot to
mention the joy with which Israel daily receives
enormous quantities of arms from the Western bloc.
These arms are more than a mere threat to Syria
and the other Arab States for they have in fact been
used by Israel in its repeated acts of aggrescdon
against the Arabs. It was for this reason that Syria
was obliged to acquire arms wherever she could, to
ensure her own defence. The arms acquired by Syria
in no way constitute a danger for our neighbours and
more particularly Turkey, as we harbour no thought
of aggression.

50. We regret Mr. Dulle,~ should have used thil]
rostrum to repeat his unjuot and unj\.!stified attacks
against Syria.

51. At the beginning of my address I drew the
General Assembly's attention to certain aspect&ofthe
situation in the Middle East and to certain wrongs
perpetrated in that part of the world.

52. Apart from the activities that I have just men""
tioned, we are accused of taking part in the cold war
with the aim of confusing the issue. Until now we had
been spared this additional accusation but it would seem
that Syria has now become the object of speeial
attention in tItls respect.

53. We believe that this attitude has been adopted in
certain quarters as a result of a biased approach. It
would seem that certain people have an unfortunate
tendency to interpret everything in terms o~ the cold
war. It would seem too that this is a result of
insidious propaganda designed to hide from world
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67. All we seek is to be sure of conditions allowing of
the free development of our country so that we may
pursue both internally and internationally a policy
which is truly our own and which is moreover con
sistent with the Chartler and Our international com
mitments.

69. To Mr. Dag lInmmerskjold, the Secretary
General, we pay a fresh tribute of gratitude, sincere
congratulation and deep- rooted optimism, in the
knowledge th&.t his future activity will emulate his past
and present efforts.

70. At this junctur:.J I cannot but add, with some nos
talgia, a word of gratitude to Prince WanWaithayakon
of Thailand, whose Wisdom, ta~t D"ad courtesy enabled
him to carry on the business of one of the Assembly's
most difficult sessions. His new humane mission of
aiding the martyred people of Hungary could not have
been placf'd in better hands. .

71. I now wish to add Guatemala's voice to the
welcome rightly extended to the new members of the
international community which have entered the United
Nations this year. Ghana and the Federation of Malaya
are the latest symbols of two phenomena char~cteristic
of this second half of the twentieth century: on the one
hand the rise and integration of nations, and on the
other the need to undertake a voluntary limitation of
sovereignty, through organizations of States which
demunstrate the interdependence of mankind, without
loss of respect for the freedom and self-determination
of peoples. Guatemala, which has always been devoted,
heart and soul, to the liberaUon of subjected peoples, is
particularly gratified at the rise of these new States
and thei1.· advent in the United Nations, and reiterate its
hope that this inevitable historical process will take
effect speedily and peacefully for the 125 n'iillion
inhabJ,tants of an area several times the size of Europe
who dl:> not yet enjoy a full measure of self-government.
We lr..now Ghana and the Federation of Malaya will be
valiant and helpful allies in the struggle whi.ch all
Members of the United Nations have undertaken on
behalf of the still dependent peoples.

72. I now turn to a brief explanation of the primary
reason for my presence on this rostrum.

73. The delegation of Guatemala has felt it unneces
sary to take part in the Assembly's ~eneral debates
when there was no change in the broad terms of its
foreign policy or when, in the absence of any major
change in the international scene, the continuity of its

68. Mr. ARENALES CATALAN (Guatemala) (trans
lated from Spanish): It is a source of particular satis
faction to me to speak for the Guatemalan delegation
in conveying to Sir IJeslie Munro my Goverl1ment's
congratulations on his election as President of the
twelfth session. Our knowledge of his personality as
sures us that his clarity of mind, his energy in action
J.nd his calm in the control of affairs will bring the
work of this session. of l"le General Assembly to a
fruitful and satisfactory conclusion.

65. In accordance with this policy we are happy to
welcome the fleet of any Power which may come to pay
us a friendly visit. We do not however like to be
threatened by a Sixth Fleet which patrols our coauts,
nor do we appreciate troop concentrations on our
~lorthen.. or our southern frontiers in. order to
intimi<h;te us. We are neither a threat nora danger to
anybody, and those who claim the contrary are trying
to justify hos'tUe and threatening actions which they are
at present rlefinitely taking against us.

66. I repreat that the Syrian people wish above all to
live in p~ace and to be left in peace to continue their
economic, social and cultural development. It;9 not
long sincl3 we became free, but we have in that time
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shores and of historical links which bind us to its made much progress in the field of development.
people. The use of Cyprus as a military base against During the last decade we have doubled our industrial
the Arab countries is a possible danger and indeed one production, increased our agricultural output by about
which materialized at the time of the aggression against 60 per cent and augmented our national income by about
Egypt. We believe that the only solution to thlS problem 8 per cent per year. During this period our educational
is the application of the right of the Cypriot people to services have quadrupled wh~le our social and health
self-determination. A solution of this kind should also services have more than doubled. ,
include the demilitarization of the island.

60. I should also like to mention the abnormal
situation created at present in Yemen by repeated
British acts of aggression against the territorial
integrity of that country. Thel':;e acts of aggressionhave
been frequently brought tr· the attention of the
Secretary-General and the President of the Security
Council. Yet such steps have not prOVided sufficient
inducement so far to bring 3uch acts of aggression,
which sl:.riously jeopardize peace in this area of the
world, to an end.

61. Let us recall recent events in another part of
the Arabian Peninsula resulting from the intervention
of British armed forces inOman. The Security Council
has unfortunately not been able to investigate these
events, although the people of Oman have the same
right as any other people to freedom 'and peace.

62. I should not conclude this brief survey without
drawing the Assembly's attention to the case of West
Irian and to the need for reopening negotiations
between Indorl.esia and the Netherlands so that this
territory could be united with the rest of Indonesia.

63. These are the chief points to which my delegation
thought it desirable to draw the Assembly's attention
during this general debate. I have tried to make an
impartial survey of the real situation in the Middle
East and more particularly in Syria. lamparticularly
interested in clearing up doubts which have beenarti
ficially created regarding this situation. U I have
spoken at such length, and I wish to apologize for
having done so, it was because I wished to contribute
to that spirit of good understanding which must reign
between peoples. I believe that ambiguous situations
may sometimes prove dangerous obstacles to the
maintenance of good international relations and peace
in general.

64. Syria is firmly attached to the princi.ples of the
Charter of the United Nations and no less atta,~hed to
its own independence. In conformity with the very
principles of the Charter, Syria is resisting and will
continue to resist by all means in its power foreign
intervention in its internal affairs, in the same way
that it is resolutely determined not to intervene in the
internal affairs of other countries.
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77. Before J end this part of my statement I wish to
say a word about the problem which has grieved the
Guatemalans for many decades: I refC:'rtothe recovery
of that part of Guatemala which ~s named Belize and
which, as British Honduras, the 'United Kingdom
Government continues to occupy by right of force alone
and in a ma."U1e r which, while itno longer astounds the
world, still affronts its sense of justice, and which
prejudices the development of my country and infringes
its sovereignty. No Guatemalan will ever abate his
efforts to solve this problem, which likewise affects
the people of Belize and their development.

78. While the main purpose of our participation in the
general debate i~ to restate our policy with regard to
the United Nations, I cannotdo less than refer, however
briefly, to some problems which are now castingdark
shadows on the international political scene.

79. I shall first of all refer to disarmament, a problem
with which the First Committee will shortly have to
dealc We are convinced that this is the most serious
problem on our agenda, and that there have been few
occasions in the past when the patience and efforts f)'!
the parties mainly concern.ed have given greater hopes
of obtaining a measure of agreement enabling us to
take at least the first steps towards establishingpeace
on more secure foundations. Pending the discussion
in the Committee we wish to make known that the
Government of Guatemala is devoting due attention to
the procedural suggestions made for expansion of the
membership of the Disarmament Commission, and to
the valuable idea advanced by another delegation that
thought should be given to the desirability of appointing
a United Nations commissioner for disarmament.

80. As regards the problem-unhappily a related
problem-of atomic explosi"ns, the Government of
Guatemala shares the profound concern ot friendly
Governments at the threat these tests represent to
mankind and to future generations. Guatemala knows
and shares the views expressed by the head of the
Roman Catholic community and by many scientific and
humanitarian organizations. The sacred trust con
ferred on us by the Charter and by the Assembly,
coupled with the Imperishable ethics on which our
policy rests, has already impelled us to express our
concern in the Trusteeship Council. On the other hand,
we are not unmindful of the arguments advanced by
other friendly Governments which have been placed in
the difficult al~d s~rious position of bearin~ primary
responsibility for the maintenance of international
peace and security. We shall have to follow these
principles and to use our calmest judgement indealing
with the specific problems to which this question may
give rise at this session of the General Assembly.

81. The Secretary for External P..elations of Mexico
recently advanced fr.Qm this rostrum an argument of
extraordinary importance concerning the legal respon
sibility of States which cal'I1 out nuclear explosions
harmful to the population or territory of other States.
This is a highly interesting suggestion which m}'
country intends to study with the closest attention and
which will assuredly be examined in the same spirit
by other Member States.

82. With regard to the peacefuluses of atomic energy,
Guatemala hq,s followed with interest the efforts being
made in this direction nationally an';' ~ternationally.
It 8ave m.y Government great pleasure this year to
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policy could be taken for granted. However, as all
Members of the United Nations are aware, there has
recently been a change of Government in Guatemala.
This makes it necessary for us tl') reassure the
international community, and, with parUcular earnest
ness the Members of the United Nations, that the
foreign policy of Guatemala, under its present Govern
ment, remains unchanged and that the Guatamalan
delegation to the twelfth regular session of our
Assembly is instructed to continue wOlking on the same
lines as before, all of which reflects the continuity of
the country's constitutional life and the political
stability of its institutions. In assuring you of the
continuity of our policy I do not, however, consider it
l1ecessary to redefine that policy, which has been
adequ~tely stated at previous sessions of the General
Assembly a~J in principal organs and commissions of
the United Nations.

'1'4. The spirit which inspires our participation in the
work of the United Nations was expressed from this
very rostrum by the late President Castillo Armas, who
has left such a deep imprint in the memory of his
people. On 3 November 1955, addressing the General
Assembly, he enunciated furee basic principles of
international goodwill, which remain valid. The
President said:

"Fear and mistrust among the nations and their
respective 0-overnments represent a danger to peace.
In view of these considerations, the new international
atmosphere imposes certain inescapable obligations
on all countries.

"In the first place, a renewed and continuous effort
must be made to demonstrate by deeds our unshak
able purpose to live at peace with other nations and
to respect the domestic sovereignty of others,
renouncing any policy of internatiom:J.l subverSion.
Secondly, no manifestation of a change or improve
ment of policy or attitude in international affal,rs
must be rejected out of prejudice, nor out of hand
without careful study and mature consideration, no
matter in what quarter the manifestation occu'rs.
Lastly, the same attitude of constant vigil~.nce must
at all times be maintained so that we may be ablle to
display our confidence when the deeds aI1d aitib.1des
of others deserve it" [539th meeting, paras. J1 and
12).

75. III. addition to these guiding principles, on wi~.h:h

our }:olitical participation in the United Nations is
based, there is another important sector of the wod.. of
the Unii~d Nations to which the people of Guatemala
and their' Governments ha-ve traditionally and stead
fastly devoted their attention and efforts: I refer to
colonial problems. This policy, to which we adhere
strictly but in a constructive spirit, is not, however,
dicta.ted to us solely by the feelings of the Guatemalan
people. The General Assembly has also conferred on
us a sacred trust by electing us to the Trusteeship
Council an.d the Committee on Information from Non
Self-Governing Territories.

76. The report of our stewardship which we have
always considered it a moral obligation to furnish to
our electors is confirmed by deeds, by votes ar~d by
statements of position in those organs of the United
Nations, and by the tireless devotion and energy with
which we have discharged our task. The General
Assembly and its Member States may rest assured that
our anti-colonial policy .likewise remains immut&ble.
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87. Possibly this is n0t the time to touch on this
problem; but, equally possibly, it is for us small
countries to tell the Arab nations, our dear friends,
that we still consider that they must recognize Israel's
existence as an irrevocable historical fact and as an
essential step towards the well-beingand prosperity of
the area, and to ask Israel, another friend of ours, to
understand the feelings of the Arab nations and to
realize that the interest of the Semitic peoples of the
area override any outside interests.
88. We venture to restate these ideas with all due
respect, and with the conviction that this reiteration
of what we consider fair and right can do no hB-rm,
and that our reflections will always be received

. broadmindedly both by Israel, with whose birth my
country's name is associated, and by the Arab nations
with which we have always maintained the most cordial
ties. It was ;10t an accident that, a few days ago, Mr.
Lequerica 0 ... Spain referred from this rostrum, in
colourful and elegant langu~ge, to Spain's unshakable
historical ties in the Mediterranean basin and North
Mrica. Spanish America has not been left out of this
proud heritage.

89. I should now like to refer brieflytot.wo question~

relating to the economic and social activities of the
United Nations. The first question, while of a social
nature, has both legal and political aspects and is
rooted ill philosophical and humane considerations. I
refer to the international jurisdiction over human
rights, a thesis which. the del,!"gations of Uruguay and
Costa Rica hava propounded here.

90. We expressed last year, and hav~ reiterated- at
this sesslon, the deep sympathy with which the people
and Government of Guatemala view this initiative. We
have not yet reached any conclusion on the legal basis
of the argument, which appears to be that compulsory
international jurisdiction is implicit in the United
Nations Charter. Moreover~ we have pointed out that
before some States could accept such an interpretation
their national parliaments might have to take action.
Nevertheless, the ethical and profoundly humane
character of the argument cannot fail to appeal to the
good will of Member States and impel them to give the
proposal their most serious and attentive study.

91. In the economic field I wish to restate Guatemala's
policy of giving firm sU!lport to every action or step
intended to promote the economic development and
raise the level of living of the under-development.
people8 in accordance with policy of genuine social
justice and without prejudice to the sovereignty and
the political and economic independence of nations.
With these ideas in mind Guatemala cannot but view
with sympathy the sugg~stion that the General
Assembly might adopt a declaration of economic prin
ciples, even as the American nations at Chapultepec
and Buenos Aires defined the rules which should govern
their economic relations. Again consistently with this
line of policy, we continue to be infavour of the Special
United Nations Fund for Economic Development, which.
we hope will at last become a reality.

92. Our delegation originally planned to include in its
contribution to the general debate some reflections on
the principles which govern Guatemala'sparticipation
in the United Nations. We proposed to recall that,
whatever the motives of the great Powers might have
been in establishing the United Nations, Guatemala's
co-operation in that act, its signature and ratification
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join infounding the International Atomic Energy Agency
and to make Guatemala the first country to ratify its
constituent Statute. My country's satisfactionatPresi..
dent Eisenhower's initiative and my Government's
sustained efforts during the time it has taken to bring
this initiative to fulfilment were rewarded this past
week by the election of Guatemala to the Board of
Gcwernors of the new Agency in common with three
other Latin American countries. Guatemala welcomed
this appointment, and has pledged its active and devoted
adherence to the noble international effort to ensure for
the atom the only future worthy of civilized man.
83. There is another problem to which we wish to
make particular reference because it remains a source

. of international tension: that of the Middle East.
Perhaps at this juncture we should refrain from
discussing those thorny aspects of it which appear to
be on the way to a satisfnctory settlement. The
urgency of the present situation is such,30wever, that
we find it essential to restate some concepts which
are still valid and which have in the past shaped our
attitude towards the m~ny-faceted and disquieting
combination of circumstances and political forces
which make up the Middle East. ,
84. We are all aware that, in this continuous struggle
to preserve world peace, however relative that peace
may be, the greablst danger in an atmosphere charged
with tensions is that we may contribute, by our acts
or omissions, to the worsening of those tensions in
the most sensitive areas of friction. There can be no
question but that the Middle East, wIth its historical
and passionate conflicts, is one such critical area.
85. Last year, when tJle more acute symptoms and
unhappy facts of the Egyptian situation were slowly
beginning to abate, we pointed out that any disturbance
in the equilibrium of that part of the world produced
an even greater disturbance, and warned that the price
of independence or survival ."night be to compromise
the very independence and freedom of nations. We
were referring to the preparations which had dready
been started a year previously in a country in that
area with the assistance of countries outside the area
which were directly or indirectly concerned. Vie went
on to remind friendly nations in the ax-ea that, in
international situations of the kind which obtain6d then
and which are still recurring today in a less serious
degree, any step taken in the Middle East might produce
actions and reactions which might endanger world
peace, and thus also the peace of the area concerned,
Of, failing that, seriously endanger t'11e ffeedom and
independence of the very peoples that were trying to
preserve peace,. as well as the very interests which
other nations were trying to protect. That, I said at
the time, was the inevitable fate of those regions
which found tremselves at the crossroads of world
politics. Hence it will not be out of order to address
on this occasion a new appeal to all the parties
concerned to refrain froll' any step which might help
to set off or to prepare tor an active conflict in the
Middle East.
86. Apart from these aspects of the question, which
relate to the most immediate and pressing problem in
the Middle East, the region also presents a second
basic problem; not only is it an area of friction
between two or more major international political or
economic forces, but there is also friction within the
region, in the relations between Israel and the Arab
countries.
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of the Charter, and its continued presence here have steady development of its activities in the maintenance
been guided solely by the purposes, principles and of peace and good relations between nations.
conditions set forth in that very Charter. But there is
no further need to raise our voice to defend the United. 100. No Member of the United Nations formally
Nations from attacks the reason for which may have repudiates the obligation to comply with and strive for
been that the majority of the people in the countries the universal applicati,on of the aims and principles of
which compose the United Nations held an unfavourable the Charter, but the WIll to carry out this obligation is
opinion of the actions of some of its Members. There not equally strong among all States.
is no further need to add Guatemala's volce to those of 101. Furthermore, although our Assembly has reso..
such delegations as the Salvadorian, the Costa Rican lutely and correctly decided that all important issues
and the Mexican, which have spoken of the proud should be debated, despite the oppusition of cvrtain
dignity with which we small andmedlum-sizednations Member States which adhere to aone-sidedand,in the
participate in the \:nited Nations, and of the conditions view of my delegation, erroneous interpretation of
for our participation. Suffice it to record our support Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter, it is sometimes
of and agreement with those delegatlons and the views reluctant to fulfil its obligations satisfactorily, and at
set forth in the introduction to the Secretary..Genelal's other times its recommendations are set at naught by
report to this Assembly. certain Members, when their interests orprestige are
93. It is not idle, however, to recall that, apart from affected. Thus the number of violations of the United
such ethical or philosophical considerations as may Nations Charter is unfortunately increasing, and
have contributed to the birth of the United Nations, conflicts sometimes degenerate into unequal and
those same political motives which made the associa" deadly wars.
tion of nations large and small imperative after the 102. Let us not underestim&.te the resentment felt by
Second World War still persil:Jt, and have perhaps peoples and nations who have suffered in consequence
become more urgent, amid the lncreasing awakening of that attitude. As violations of the spirit and even of
of the world's peoples and the crises and tensions the letter of the Charter multiply, and as it proves
which face us half-way through this century. impossible to stop the trend by appropriate measures,
94. Guatemala reaffirma its faith in the United the confidence of peoples in the United Nations
Nations Charter, but also reaffirms and claims on its decreases and individual groups, or even whole
people's behalf as a basic condition of its participa- nations, reludantly turn away frora the use of peaceful
tion recognitio'n an~ respect of the le~al eq ality of measures an~'1 in orde~ to defe~'ld their legitimat('
Stat~s u rights and their lives Wl'lCh are endangered, resortto

. the desperate mea",ure of active resistance. This
95. Mr. LADGHAM (Tunisia) (transl~ted from resistance in its turn is used by certain Powers as an
French): M~JY 1 first of all perform a most' pleasant excuse for engaging in milUary operations which
task, that of offering Sir Leslle Munro my congratu.. inevitably fail, since alLi.ough force can partially
lations, thus joining in the tribute whichour.h::lzbmbly destroy a peuple, it certainly cannot induce them to
could not fail to pay to the distinguished personage renoufl"":e the right to live in freedom and dj.gnity.
whom it has elected to the Presidency of its twelfth 1 ,_
session. In selecting }- '''1 to fill an international 03. These remarks l~late :C' rimarily to or..e of, the
position of grave responsibility, the Assembly has main problems,of our times" that of the fate of natlons
given real proof of the confidance which he has won and peoples liVIng under varIous forms of f~reign rule,
and which is commensurate with his outstanding which has not changed in natv:re or effec..s. The lust
qualifications for domination of certain Powers has been amply

· demonstrated and is universally deplored. But it is not
96. I am particularly happy that our Assembly, by Us as generally condemned, perhaps because of the
re-election of Mr. Dag Hammarskjol~, has recognized monstrous notion of the "inequality of man", even
the effective part which the Secret.ary-General where merit is equal. I shall not dwell on the serious
continues to play in the maintenance of peace with so danger to international peace and security constituted
much perspicacity and dedication. by the continuance of an international order based

solely on disparity in strength.
97. I should like too, on behalf of my country, to .
welcome the delegations of Ghana and the }"ederation 104. This problem has now reached a critical st&.ge.
of Malaya, whose admission as Statel Members of our In its various aspects and manifestations, it tends to
Organization gives cause for hope to all those whc monopolize the time of most branches of our Organ
believe that the attainment of independence is the final ization. A serious and sustained effort will be required
stage in a natural and inevitable evolution from to remove its causes. It is our bounden duty to try to
colonial status. reach an early settlement of existing conflicts and to

prevent them from spreading.
98. This general debate is a healthy discipline in the
process of solving our problem. by stages, in so far 105. It is against this background that I should like to
as it helps in the working out, from divergent positions recall the increasingly serious developments in
and points of view, of a common approach in conformity Algeria. Because of the proportions of this conflict
with the spirit of the Charter. Hence, no effort must be the scale of military operations, the considerable
spared in comll"aring even mutually antagonistic atti- increase in loss of human life and destruction-and its
tudes as fully and explicitly as possible, prOVided Ute duration, it cannot be dismissed as a temporary
guiding principles of the Charter are not infringed. . difficulty, or regarded as a domestic dispute in

connexion with which the United Nations has no
99. It is in this spirit that my Government is responsibilities. The ravages of the war in Algeria
determined to work to strengthen our Organization and affect two peoples, unequal in power but equally proud
to secure the enforcement Qf itl decisions and the of their past and their traditions, who throughout all
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the vicissitudes of a colonial status based on the
fortunes of war have nevertheless learned to know and
respect one another. In a sense, the French attempt to
assimilate Algeria was bound to result in the develop
ment of a national consc..ousness, strongly imbuedwith
the liberal and democratic spirit which characterizes
the radiant humanism of France.

106. The bloodshed which has now been going on in
Algeria for three years is one of the 11>':»St poignant
tragedies of contemporary history, and certainly the
gravest in its implications, after the wars inKorea and
Indo-China. The horrors of a so-called war of "pacif
ication", the unspeakable condition of the civilian
population doomed to annihilation, the extensive losses
which a Great Power is itself suffering in the lives
of its young men and in its economic potential, without
any corresponding gain either in political prestige or
moral influence, and the fact that the war in Algeria
appears to be an unending struggle which may well
spread over a larger area, ars all urgent considera
tions underlining the necessity of a settlement.

107. In my .delegation's View, the idea of Algeria as an
integral pari: of the French Republic comes from an
extraordinary misunderstanding not only of the true
state of affaLrs in Algeria but also of the long-term
interests of 1~r2l1ce. It is impossible not to be bitterly
disappointed at the sight of a great nation, which has
already guided several Members of this Assembly to
1ndependenceJ persisting in this dangerous course and
thus turning back the historical tide which has brought
it the gratitude of liberated peoples and the estp,em of
other countries everywhere. How can we agree that a
policy of integration is still conceivable, that at the
very gates of E11rope, situated between two similar
countries both of which are independent, Algeria canbe
regarded as a French province?Any scheme for parti
tion of the cou.ntry would run counter to the interests
of the Europeanpopulation themselves and 'would create
a permanent state of friction and conflict. In certain
circles in France, the existence of this European
population is the chief argument in favour of continuing
the war. But what are we to think of this argument,
wh&n we compare the frightful cost of the war with the
total volume of French investment in Algeria over
several generations? As to the difficulties which a
free Algeria, left to work out its own destiny, would
encounteI', yar is a very strange method of averting
them.

108. I cannot refrain from mentioning the growing
tension which is affecting the relations between my
country and Fran~e because of the continuation of the
war in Algeria and its gradual infiltration into Tunisian
territory. All the problems pendingbetween France and
Tunisia are affected, including military questions.
Tunisia, which is an independent and sovereign State,
is partly occupied by French troops. The reductions
which had been agreed upon are being carried out very
slowly, and have too often been haltered by frontier
incidents caused by the almost permanent flow of
Algerian refugees). among them a !arge number of
WOD'.u~n and children. The arrival in Tunisia of these
ref'ugees is made the pretext for continual incursions
by French troops from Algeria andbombingof Tunisian
territory by French aircraft. Not a day goesby without
casualties. On the French side, much has been made
of the "right of pursuit" and the "right of reply". The
Tunisian Government has displayed and will continue to

display great self..control in order to prevent these
constant violations of the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of Tunisia from degenerating into a general
conflict, but the French military authorities persist in
acting as though they wished to provoke us into some
violent reaction which would justify their invading
Tunisian territory in force.

109. Despite hostile diplomatic activiti~s seeking to
persuade certain allies of Franc~ to refuse to supply
Tunisia with the armaments or the munitions which
it needs fo~ its new army, and despite the ever..
worsening situation, my Government is determined to
try every means of conciliation in order to settle its
differences with France and to use force only in strict
self..defence. Similarly, my Government will spare no
effort to help to find a solution of the Alg2rian problem
and will do its utmost to promote a favourable climate
for a joint examination by the parties concerned of
ways and means of reaching a, satisfactory settlement.

110. We are more than ever convinced that the AI..
gerian problem will not be solved by force or by the
institution of reforms, and that negotiations, conducted
in an atmosphere of freedom, justice and mutual re
spect, are absolutely essential.

111. After tIle idea of a North African conference was
bruited, Mr. Bourgulba, President of the Tunisian Re
public, said that, from the Tunisian point of view, it
would constitute a new opportunity "of mastering fate
and reaching peace by negotiation". He continued: "We
must grasp this opportunity and do all that we can to
ensure its success". Thus my Government is ready, in
this context, to act and, if the various parties are
agreed, to enter into the joint consideration of any
scheme which is likely to improve and strengthen the
bonds 'of friendship an1 free ~o..ope:ration between
France and the three count:ri~s of North Africa, whose
potential wealth is only just beginning to be revealed.
Such a realistic approach would have been inconceiv
able a year ago. Today, t1lle idea is apparently being ,
seriously cOI1.sidered by responsible statJsmen andby
a large body of public opinion in North Africa. Byen
couraging a constructive settlement along these lines,
all States Members will be contributing to the solution
of one of the' thorniest problems of our time and will
render great service to the cause of peace.

112. My Government's attitude in this matter is in
accordance with the spirit of universality and the·prin- ,
ciples of the Charter. It was those same imperatives
which inspired and will continue to inspire its stand in
regard to similar problems, such as Hungary, Cyprus
and others.

113. My Government is moved by the same spirit of
co-operation and the same desire to promote peaceful
settlements in all matters relating to world peace and
security. Thus it shares the anxiety of all States Mem
bers in regard to the threat which hangs over mankind
of the possible outbreak of atomic war. All nations,
large and small, whether or not they produce nuclear
substances, are now living in a state of uncertainty and
apprehension.

114. In order to end this obsession, which is at once
alarming and degrading to mankind, we shall associate
ourselves with any plan to divert the destructive power
of nuclear weapons to peaceful uses, to suspend tests
of nuclear weapons and to control existing stocks.
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This draft resolution would partly correct the present
imbalance in the membership of the General Commit..
tee. While a general revision for a more equitable and
appropriate repres~ntation on a regional basis, with
due considel"ation for the contributive potentialities of
its members, would appear desirable, my delegation
feels that any step in that direction wouldbe a forward
step that would satisf~· the desires of the vari(lus groups
in this Organization. It is our belief, however, that. the
present proposal may be effected at this time on a
purely ;J.d hoc basis. It is in this spirit that the present
draft resolution has been introducedupon the initiative
of ar1d with the support of the groups that would least
benefit therefrom.

123. The implications of this step are clear and un
equivocal. The same spirit tha.t animates the sponsors
calls for a similar expression of goodwill and purpose
on the part of the European and other groups to take
the appropriate steps to make the membership in this
Organization more truly representative and reflective
of the true interests of its Members. My delegation
feels that once this immediate question is solved, the
Ganeral Assembly ~an pro~~eed to take the appropriata
steps to study and revise the composition of the Gen
eral Committee on a broader and mOl'e representative
basis. We have full faith and confidence in our Organ
ization for pledges kept and promises fuUilled. We base
our hope on the strength of this record and confidently
hope that equitable representation of the v:lrious groups
will be respected and given recognition.

124. Mr. KUZNETSOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) (translated from Russian): The General As
sembly has before it the General Committee's proposal
that the Assembly should include in its agenda the
question of the establishment of a ninth vice-presidency
for the tweUth Bossion.,

125. It would seem that the item isbeing submitted as
an urgent Wld special matter tobe settled in respect of
OI~e geographical area only or, to be more specific, to
satisfy the claim\.: of a single country. No mention is
made of the oL1.er geographical areas which, we under
stand, wish to enlarge their representation in the Gen
e ral Committee.

126. Such disregard for t.'le interests of the majority
of the States Members of the United Nations is un
doubtedly detrimental to our Organization. Indeed, why
must we now elect only one additional Vice-President?
Why not two or more? If the sponsors of the proposal
intended to prOVide for equitable representation of all
geographical areas in the main organs of th..! Assembly
what prompted them to seek th~ election of only a ninth
Vice-President? In this connexion, it may be appro
priate to recall that a similar situation prevailed at
the eleventh session of the General Assembly. At that
time the question of the election of an eighth Vice
President was settled hastily and unilaterally, without
due regard for the principIe of equitable representation
of all areas.

127. In dealing with the question of an increase in the
number of Vice-Presidents we must not again act im
properly but should adopt measures in accordance with
the Charter of the United Nations which requires that
the interests of all States Members of the Organization
should be taken into account.

128. In this connexion, it should be emphasized that
the United Nations Charter and the rules of procedure

115. The recent advances made in the cUsarmament
discussions are an encouraging sign. However, in order
to lead to a successful conclusion, the discussions
should have been conducted and ought to be resumed
on a basis of mutual trust, free from all suspicion.

116. My delegation believes that one of the essential
conditions for the maintenance of peace and security
is the improvement of the social and economic pOElition
of peoples.

117. Moy Government is also convinced thatpeace must
be uncertain as long as nations have not attained the
stage of economic develo!lment and the social level at
which they will be free from want, one of the causes
of subversion and turmoil. In our opinion the interde
pendence of economic and social matters, which was
stressed ~n the report of the Economic and Social
Council, makes the establishment of the Special United
Nations Fund for Economic Development a matter of
indisputable urgency.

118. I cannot, in this general debate, go into all the
important and complicated questions which the General
Assembly will have to discuss at its twelfth session.
Upon examination of each one separately, my delega
tion will have to make known the position of my Gov
ernment, which will always be imbued with the prin
ciples of the Charter and its universality.

119. Nevertheless, I must say that in the patient
search for a.ppropriate solutions to all the most import
ant problems of our time, the decisive rQle of the
United Nations should, in my delegation's view, be
regarded as a continuing creation. My Government
accordingly noted with satisfaction the action of the
eleventh session in connexion with the United Nations
Emergency Force and the Special Committee on the
Question of Hungary. It is greatly to be desired~ in
order to expand the international role and the salutary
effectiveness of the United Nations, that action of this
kind should develop to a point at which the Organization
will increasingly be able, through respecUor right and
justice, to ensure the victory of that international
morality of which it reu1ains ilie beat incarnatiOil.

AGENDA ITEM 8

Adoption 01 the agenda (continued)

THmD REPORT OF THE GENERAL COMMITTEE (A/3689)

120. The PRESIDENT: In its third report (A/36!39), the
General Committee informs the General Assembly of
its decision, by 13 v9tes to none with 2 abstentions, to
recommend the inclusion in the agenda of the tweUth
session of an additional item entitled "Question of the
establishment on an ad hocbasis of a ninth vice-presi
dency for the twelfth session of the GeneralAssembly" •

121. In accordance with the provisions of role 23,
speakers will be limited to three in favour of and three
against the inclusion of the item recommend(.,j by the
General Committee.

122. Mr. MALOIJES (Philippines)~ We have beforeus
a request for inclusion [AL3687 and Add.l] containing
a draft resolution calling for the establishment of a
ninth vice-presidency for this session. It is ani ad hoc
measure introduced with a view to giving the General
Committee a :rep:resentAtive character reflective of the
increased membership of the United Nations. My dele
gation could not think of a more appropriate solution.
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,of the General Assembly provide that the mainorgans
of the United Nations, and the Genaral Assembly in
particular, should be so constituted as to ensure their
representative character and the equitable representa
tion of all geographical areas. That is stated, in part.!
cular, in Article 23 of the Charter, rules 31 and 38 of
the rules of procedure, and elsewhere. It is both im
portant and essential that the above condiUons should
be:met so that every Member of the United Nations may
activeJy participate in its work. Only then will the main'
organs of the United Nations be (~_llly representative
and ahle,: to perform tb.eir functions effectively.

133. For thete reasons the Sovietdelegation abstained
from voting in the General Committee on the five
Power proposal and will abstain from voting on the
report of the General Committee at the presentmeet
ing. However, when it comes up for consideration we
will support the Czechoslovak proposal [A/3692 and
Corr.1], already distributed to the delegations, pro
viding for the inclusion in the agenda of the present
session of the General Assembly of the question of the
composition of the General Committee. We feel that
the composition of the Committee shouldbe considered
on the basis of the equitable representation ofall·geo
graphical areas. Suct~ a course would certainly pro-

'129. 'It 'ls-now, proposed that the General Assembly mote orderly relations among Members of the United
shoOlld un.de~e a unilateral act not in accordance Nations and corif.,l"ibute to the representative character
w1th,:'~eabov:e...mentioned requirements ''lfthe Charter of the vice-presidencies and of the General Committee

. ,or With, ~e dema:nda,of many delegations. The sponsors of the United Nations.
, of tfieproposal are 'aware.of its unilateral character•

, 'ThU$, th"'liye J~legatioris.state in their eXpfanatory 134. Mr. VITETTI {Italy): My delegation fully shares
'~1'*itl~~~~;~~~p,anylng.,the,' request for the in- the views presented to the General Assembly by the
'-C}.Y~~~~, ;lt~. that...,-~bere I fully agree with representative of the Philippines. He expressed very
,,~_.:~~~~_~!;~omPositio~of~~.~neralCommittee clearly what is also our point of view on this question.
;"I,~-t::h~~I';1f~.~~en~~ive, ~aracter ,reflecting the We were gratified by the wide support that this request

, ,'II1~iQje.t'~p";Of:~,,Ol·gani~ation, the number of vice- received in the General Committee and we are confi
~"p.lfe's1~l1tJ.,;.,:~.~).\~bUI4 ':be .~o..nSidered in,the light of the dent indeed that the General Assembly will approve

"..J.~.,.'.' ".\~~." ."mw.,t 'l'll~m...berShiP• It. follows , then, that if the draft resolution by a large majority. '
.. ,~~~p:t~e::reas~~~e nU~ber ~f Vice-Presi- 135. In proposing the establishment of a ninth vice
di~~·Ol,;th~~e:ral~~sQJJ,lb~yis ripe for considera- presidency as an ad hoc measure to be adopted for the

' ~~n~,~~~9g~:.see~~.t~ be"tIi~'case--it mustbe sett~ed eurrent session of the Assembly, we have adopted what
I not,{n,~~t in~~rests o~a ,s,ingle geographical area, I might describe as a practical method. The increased

mlieJi'.kss, tJfa siJigle delegation, but in accordance membership of our Organization requires that mea-
,with thEr~quiremeilts of the 'Charte'i' and the interests sures should be taken in the direction of improving the
QfaUMembers of the United'Nations"notjust those of representative character of the General Committee. As
apart.iCulardelegation~r group ,of delegations. the representative of the United Kingdom etated inthe
130. What approach t<rthe question of altering the General Committee, one proof of this is the fact that,
number of Vice~Presidents would be in keeping with while nine Member States received the r,,~quiredmajor
the United Nations Charter and the interests of the ity at the election of Vice-Presidents for t~le present
Organization? ' .' session, only eight were elected. We have pr":;p()b~d the

establishment of this ninth vice-presidency or~ an
131. In our opinion, the question mus~ be settled to ad hoc basis because we are aware tbat more tillle and
the satisfaction of all geographical areas. From that reflection are needed for 'the study of the question of a
point cf view, it would be quite normalfor, let us say, permanent increase in the composition of the General
the Asian and African countries, whose membership Committee, and because it is our desire to improve
in the Uni1ted Nations has substantially increased the representative character of this Committee.
during the past f.~w years, to claim a greater share of
the vice-presidencies of the General Assembly. We 136. Such a decision .:ould not be taken in isolation
~annot ignore thc! considerations that might be ad- and without reference, for instance, to the relatea
vanced by the countries of Latin America or Western problems of increasing the. number of non-permL,ent,
Europe in support of their claim to representation in members of the Security CounCil, the membership of
that organ. The countries of Eastern Europe are also the Economic and Social Council, and so on. In the
entitled to expect that the States Members of the United meantime we will discuss thflse matters. We think that
Nations will give sympathetic consideration to their the adoption of the draft resolution now before the
claim to greater representation in the General Com- ASSei!.lbly would allow us to improve the representa
mittee. 'Ibe number of Eastern European countries ill tive character of the General Committee without pre
the United Natiuns has virtually doubled in the past venting any further useful discussion, as soon as
two years. possible, concerning the permanent size of this body

as well as of the other organs of the Ascembly.
132. In short, we feel that the views of delegations
representing all geographical areas should be taken 137. Mr. CASEY (Australia): 'lite Australian delega-
into account. Only such an approach to the question of tion strongly supports the item to establish on an
the number of Vice-Presidents would correspondto the ad hoc basis a ninth vice-presidency for the twelfth
interests of all Members of the United Nations and session of the General Assembly. The inclusion of this
promote business-like relations among delegations. item has been recommendedby the General Committee
Hence, to settle the question by electing a ninth Vice- following the initiative of Italy, the Netherlands, Nor
President, without consideringthe legitimate claims of way, Paraguay and the Philippines.
other deleg'~tions, would be further evidence that dis- 138. I think that a great many of us were disappointed,
crimination is being practised for the benefit of indi- at the outset of this session, that Spain, although re

that Vidual delegations or areas and that the foundations of ceiving file necessary votes in the General Assembly

~r:z:::::::::::::':aL Laut~j;;:Y :~~ e~ction asaVice-President, could not
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tee's recommendation for the inclusion of the item,
"Question of the establishment on an ad hocbasis of a
ninth vice-presidency for the twelfth session of the
General Assembly". We agree that the General Com
mittee should have a representative character reflect
ing the membership of the United Nations, not only on
an ad hog basis,butalsoonapermanent Oite. We would
therefore welcome a study of a permanent arrangement
for the composition of the General Committ;." and we
would support a proposal to that end.

146. The PRESIDENT: In view of the course of our
proceedings this afternoon, I assume that there winbe
no objection to proceeding with the election of a ninth
Vice-President at the conclusion of tomorrow morn
ing's meeting, at which our general debate will end. I
want to make it clear that the ninth Vice-President will
be elected with full powers on an ad hoc basis for the
twelfth session. Since the election is only onan ad hoc
basis, there seems to be no necessity to alter the
rules. We have a recent precedent for this ,procedure
in the annual creation of the Ad Hoc Political Commit
tee without alteration of the rules.

147. If the Assembly agrees, I shall place this elec
tion at the end of the agenda for tomorrow morning's
meeting.

148. Mr. ARENALES CATALAN (Guatemala) (trans
lated from Spanish): If I understood correctly, the
President asked whether there was any objectionto the
General Assembly proceeding with the election of a
ninth Vice-President at tomorrow's meeting. As my
delegation understands the position, the Assemblyhas
just decided to include an item in its agenda but has
not yet decided to establish a ninth vice-presidency.
It must decide to establish a ninth vice-presidency
before any election can take place.,
149. Apart from this, I understood from a remal'kby
the President tha.t ha was of the opinion that a revision
of the rules of pI'ocedure did not appear to be required.
I shall not take up that point now as I imagine that
following the inclusion of the item there will be an
opportunity to debate the question whether the Assem
bly should establish a ninth vice..presidency 011 aper
manent. or ad hoc basis, further vice-presidencies, or
none at all. However, if I were asked to comment on my
understanding of the President's interpretation, I
should say at once that a revision of the rules of pro
cedure is necessary. The compo~ition of the General
Committee of the Assembly is fully governed by the
rules of procedure of the Assembly itself. We are faced
with a constitutional question, and as it is all laid down
in black and white, the Assembly could hardly disre
gard the rules of procedure and establish a ninth vice
,residency.
150. I do not wish to labour this point. All I wish to say
is that as far as my delegation is concerned, it would
object to the election of a ninth Vice-Presidentbefore
the Assembly has decided to establish one.

151. The PRESIDENT: I am in the hands of the As
sembly in this matter. The Assembly is the maste r of
its own procedure. As the procedure which I have
proposed has been q,uestioned, I shall put to the vote
whether the Assembly proposes to hold tomorrow, after
the conclusion of the general debate, the election of a
ninth Vice-President on an ad hocbasis. Before putting
this to the vote, I call on the representative of Guate
mala on a point of order.
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be declared electedbecause all vacancies were already
filled. The Australian delegation would be very gladif
the inscription of this item now before us led to a
rectification of this situation, thus enabling Spain to
take its place in the General Committee for the re
mainder of the present session.

139. Even a limited proposal such as that for the
establishment of an ad hex vice-prt1sidency of short
duration raises questions of wider cm'lcer:;'l. The Aus
tralian delegation would be opposed to any new sugges
tion that vice-presidencies in general or any newvice
presidency to be created in the future should be re
garded as specifically reserved by convention for any
particular area or group of countries. Inourview, the
vice-presidencies available should be us~d to balance
the composition of the General Committee) in the light
of the various nationalities of the Chairmen electedfor
the Main Committees, whose selection, as we know,
rests primarily on their personal abilities as suitable
presiding officers. The proposal now before 'l.:S is con
sistent with this practice as things stand at the prElsent
session, and I therefore support it.

140. The PRESIDENT: 1 have no further spE:akers on
my list. Therefore we can now proceed to the vote on
the inclusion in the agenda of the item entitled "Q1Jes
tion of the establishment on an ad hoc basis of a ninth
vice-presidency for the twelfth session of the General
Assembly".

The item was included in the agenda by 67 votes to
none, with 9 abstentions.

141. .Mr. DAVm (Czechoslovakia) (translated from
Russian): The Czechoslovak delegationabstainedfrom
voting on the General Committee's recommendation
that the question of the establishment of a ninth vice
presidency for the twelfth session of the Genel'al As
sembly should be included in the agenda of the present
session.

142. The question of increasing the number of Vice
Presidents of the General Assembly is not simply a
iJrocedural matter since it carries serious-implica
tions. It is closely related to an increase in the number
of members of the General Committee. As we all know,
the composition of the General Committee is dete r
minad primarily by political considerations.

143. It ia stated in rule 31 of the rules of procedure
of the General Assembly that the Vice-Presidt"nts shall
be elected) after the ele~tion of the Chairmall of the
six Main Committees, on the basis of (;nsuring the
representative character of the General Committee.
The representative character of the General Commit
tee implies, above all, a composition which to the
greatest possible extent satisfies the requirement of
equitable geographical represel1tation. If the question
of increasing the number of Vice"'Pl'esidents of the
General Assembly is to be solved, it must be consid
ered as a whole, due consideration being given to the
principle of equitable representation of all geograph
ical areas.

144. For these reasons, the Czechoslovak delegation
has already submitted a proposal [A/3692 andCorr.:L]
to include the question of the composition of the Gen
eral Committee of the General Assembly as a separate
item in the agenda of the twelfth session.

145. Prince WAN WAITHAYAKON (Thailand): The
delegation of Thailand supported the General Commit-
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The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m.
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The proposal was adopted by 43 votes to 6, with 20
abstentions.

158. The PRESIDENT: Therefore the Assembly will
proceed, at the end of tomorrow's meeting, with the
election of a ninth Vice-President on a ad hoc basis.

159. Mr. ARENALES CATALAN (Guatemala) (trans
lated from Spanish): I have only a few words to say to
explain my delegation's vote against holding an election
tomorrow to a non-existent vice-presidency.

160. I am amazed at the decision that the Assembly
has just taken on the President's proposal. I consider
t11at, under the rules of procedure, the PreSident was
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152. Mr. ARENALES CATALAN (Guatemala) (trans- not entitled to put a question to the vote in this way, and
~ from Spanish): There is no doubt that, as the that the Assembly ~annot act \lpOn it, because no ninth
President says, the Assembly is master of 'its own vice-presidency has yet been established to which any
procedure. However, the Assembly itself has imposed one can be elected.
limitations on its exercise of that right by adopting
rules of procedure which govern both our action and 161. In conclusion, I wish to state for the record that
the action of the President in this forum. the delegations concerned, in submitting the item for

consideration in the General Committee, included in
153. I feel therefore that L'le question whether the this explanatory memorandum a draft resolutionwhich
Assembly can establish a ninth vice-presidency cannat was to be submitted to the Assembly in due course if
be decided by a simple majority. The Assembly, in the item was added to the agenda; and this draft reso
accordance with its rules of procedure, has already lution provided for the establishment of a ninth vice
decided to include 2-n item in its ar;ellda and to fris we presidency.'
did not object. However, the Assambly, acting on a
decision not of the President of the Assembly but of the 162. The ordinary, proper procedure wOl\ld have been
Assembly itself~ must now decide whether or not to for the Assembly to vote upon the draft resolution, if
establish a ninth. vice-presidency. t~e delegations concemed submitted it to the Assembly

and if it was adopted, to fix a date for the election. '
154. Hence it seems to me that it would not be quite
consistent with the rules of procedu:retodecide at this 163. My delegation therefore feels that, under the
point, without having previously es~~bl!shed a ninth rules of procedure, the decision taken by the Assembly
vice-);1residency , to proceed with an e1ection. has no validity whatsoever.

155. I respectfully request the President, in the in- 164. Mr. ZEINEDDINE (Syria): I should like to ex
terests of orderly procedure, to give as an opportunity plain my delegation's vote against proceeding to
to discuss the item either at tomor.row's meeting or morrow tc the election of a nintb. Vice-President. Al
at some later date. Moreover, while the item has been though we voted for the inclusion of this item in the
included in the agenda, there is not even a recommend- agenda, the inclusion of an ltemdoeanotrepresent the
ation as to whether it should be discussed in plenary final decision of the Assembly in the matter. The in..
or in a committee. My delegation does not object to its elusion of an item indicates the readiness of the As
discussion in. plenary, but itdoeaobjecttoany election sembly to discuss and vote upon the substance of the
being made to a post tha'i; has not yet been esta1:'lished item. For this reason, while wevotedforthe inclusion
and whose establishment must be decided by the As- of the item, we saw fit not to vote for the election of a
sembly on the basis of a ~·esolution submitted by O:1e ninth Vice-President tomorrow.
of its Members. 165. Mr.STRATOS (Greece) (translatedfrom French):
156. The PRESIDENT: 1 have listen~dwith care to the The Greek delegation did not vote because it did not
rep-resentations made by the representative of Guate- altogether understand what we were voting on.
mala. As I have said, I am the servant of the Assem- 166. As far as I know, the Assembly had decided, on
bly; the Assembly is master of its own procedure. the proposal of the General Committee, to include in
157. The Assembly has done this before and there is the agenda of this session the question of appointing,
ample precedent for it. The Assembly may decide to on an ad hoc basis, a ninth Vice-President for the
vote for a Vice-President on. an ad hoc basis at to- twelfth session.
morrow's meeting. It has the power to do so; it has 167. In view of the fact that the agenda of this meet
done so before. I will therefore put the proposal to the ing did not include this item, the Greek delegation did
vote. not quite understand whether we were voting on this

proposal which was not on the agenda, or on something
else.

168. Obviously we were in favour ofappointing a ninth
Vice-President on an ad hoc basis and when the ques
tion comes before the Assembly the Greek delegation
will vote to that effect.

169. For the time being, however, it does not under
stand how any vote can be taken on an item which is
not on the agenda. It therefore did not vote either for
or against, or even abstain; there was no such item on
~be agenda.
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